Title: [Abstract Template and Instructions]

Presenter: Name, Affiliation

Audience
(Target Audience).

Summary
(Three sentence overview to enable abstracts to be reviewed and, if accepted, published consistently in the Expo App).

Abstract
Please follow these instructions carefully:

1) Limit the abstract/poster, including references and all the other sections to ONE page.
2) Replace the text after “Title:” above with the title of your presentation.
3) Replace the text after “Presenter:” above with the presenter details.
4) Replace the text under the heading “Audience” with a short description of group(s) or people who will be most interested in your presentation. Please limit this section to no more than two lines of text.
5) Replace the text under the heading “Summary” with a short description of your presentation. Please limit this section to no more than three lines of text.
6) Replace this text, under the heading “Abstract”, with the text of the abstract of your presentation.
7) Either
   a. Replace the example reference under the “References” heading below with your references; or
   b. Delete the “References” heading and the text below it if no references are required.
8) Do not change page or paragraph formatting.
9) Do not change the heading text and do not add any additional subheadings.
10) Do not any add or change or apply any styles other than those used in this document.
11) Do change font size, color, or other characteristics except as follows:
   • Use italics or underline for emphasis, if required.
   • Do not use bold text.
12) Do not include any graphics or tables in your abstract.
13) Hyperlinks may be used, but only in the references section and with the link showing in plain text.
14) All references to SNOMED CT should refer to “SNOMED CT”. DO NOT use other forms like: “SNOMED-CT” (avoid the hyphen), “SCT” (not a valid abbreviation).
15) When you have completed your proposal, please do the following:
   a. Complete this short online form and submit your abstract:
      https://goo.gl/forms/QZNE7hTWedfCH1q63

Thank you.
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